(254) 592-7827

PO Box 693 ~ Proctor, TX 76468

DNA sampling:
We need 30-50 pulled mane or tail hairs with the root follicle attached. You may use
either mane, tail or both, whichever is easier. Hairs must be pulled straight out to ensure
follicles come out of the skin. It may be best to pull 5-10 hairs at a time rather than larger
amounts. To submit, fill out known information about the horse on the form provided.
The information is the type that would be on a registration paper. At the bottom of the
form, tape the hair sample to the paper with clear tape. Do not tape over follicles. Extra
hair can be trimmed or coiled. If sending multiple samples, use a separate form for each
animal. Place each sample in an individual envelop and put all envelops in a larger
envelop or box. If any of the parent info is unknown, indicate so or leave blank.

SEE FORM FOR ADDRESS.
Testing is done for identification, parentage, and breed ancestry. The cost for this is
included in your animal’s registration. In addition, we can do color gene testing and
some disease gene typing. Pricing is additional for these, so please inquire.
Please direct any questions to the ADNAR office:
Ph. (254) 592-7827
Email: dna.registry@yahoo.com

Disclaimer: A DNA test of this type is meant to provide one of two things:
1. Parental verification (commonly referred to as PV), for one or both parents. In order to
accomplish this, the sire and/or dam must have an accessible DNA case number for reference of
genetic markers. If he/ she has never been tested and you wish to obtain PV, you will need to
purchase an additional test for the horse in question (sire or dam).
OR
2. Breed analysis, for horses of unknown or unconfirmed breed(s). This will tell you what breed or
breeds are in your horse’s ancestry. This will NOT provide any information to specific lineage or
tell you who the sire or dam is. While scientifically possible, each breed organization retains
ownership to the horse’s DNA report. For this reason, the labs cannot legally scan the databases
to obtain this information. It further complicates things that different organizations tend to use
different labs.
in the _______________________________
event that you know who one parent is, but
not theorother.
could
O Check
O Money order3. Both,
O PayPal:
O Credit
debit The
cardDNA
( subjectresults
to 5% processing fee)
potentially provide both PV and breed analysis.
____ ____ ____ ____ -____ ____ ____ ____ -____ ____ ____ ____ -____ ____ ____ ____
Card Number

____ ____ /____ ____
Exp. Date

____ ____ ____
CVC code

________________________
Billing postal code

_________________________________________________________________
Cardholder Signature

__________________________
Date

US FUNDS ONLY
Do not send cash
Please remit cks and money orders to:
ADNAR
PO Box 693
Proctor, TX 76468

$75.00
test only

REGISTER YOUR HORSE ALSO FOR VERY LITTLE ADDITL $$......
Prices subject to change at any time. This form last updated Dec 2016

(254) 592-7827

PO Box 693 ~ Proctor, TX 76468

DNA TYPING
Owner
Please mail to:
ADNAR
DNA Sample Submission
PO Box 693
Proctor, TX 76468

Name:________________________________________
Address:______________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

(254) 592-7827

Phone:_______________________________________
Alt Phone:____________________________________

Test is hereby being ordered by ADNAR. Results and report become
property of ADNAR, the owner of the animal as stated on this form and
the horse’s registration certificate and any future owners of the animal
only as recorded by the ADNAR office through means of proper transfer
procedure.

Animal being tested
Registration #

Brand,
tattoo, or
microchip

Name of Animal

Date of Birth

Sex

Color

Breed or suspected breed(s)

Or
approx. age
Mare
Gelding
Stallion

Parent information
Sire:
Name:_______________________________________

Dam:
Name:______________________________________________

Reg. #:______________________________________

Reg. #:_____________________________________________

DNA case #:__________________________________

DNA case #:_________________________________________

Pls include copies of the genetic marker reports, if available.
TAPE HAIR SAMPLE BELOW
Do Not Tape Over Follicle

Place roots here

Tape here

Place rest of hair here.
Coil if necessary

ATTENTION LAB TECH:
Signature of owner___________________________________________________________

Please send test results to:
Signature of individual taking sample_____________________________________________
Date____________________________________

Dna.registry@yahoo.com

